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Summary
The developers of Narqubis, an up and coming graphically-rich sci-fi space adventure game, is giving away $100 Play Store gift

cards and a Cash Grand prize to registered participants of their beta testing program.

Message
Orlando, Florida (prsafe ) October 18, 2022 - Blenzabi Games is presenting an amazing opportunity for avid video game lovers to

win big. The upcoming beta program of their sci-fi adventure game, Narqubis, not only allows players to explore an enticing new

world, but to also win actual cash in the process of playing the game! They are giving away $100 Apple App Store/Google Play gift

cards to five lucky winners, and a chance to win a whopping $25,000 cash prize for one lucky individual.

A spokesperson for Blenzabi Games said, "We are incredibly excited to launch our beta testing program this year for players around

the globe. Our developers have put their heart and soul into this game and the experience has been amazing so far. There's a lot for

you to explore in the game, and our giveaway will make it all the more exciting for early registrants. So make sure you register early

. We believe the gamers are going to love it as much as we loved making it."

To be eligible for the giveaway, all it takes is a simple registration for the beta testing program slated to launch on the 2nd of

December, 2022. The grand prize giveaway is open to everyone aged 18 or older with a valid governmental ID. Don't forget the gift

cards promotion is open to players worldwide. To participate, individuals must visit the game's official website to register for the

Beta Testing. When the Beta version is released, then start playing this exciting adventure game as directed. The Beta registrants get

to choose any 6 digit random number, and the one participant who picks them all correctly wins the grand prize*.

Narqubis is built on the Unity engine and will be released on iOS, Android, Mac, and Windows. The game has a single player story

mode, as well as a multiplayer mode to team up with friends from around the world. Even better, Narqubis comes with a

Play-To-Earn mode, wherein players can prove their skills and win real money. The game also includes Survival Mode gameplay

where players battle it out to become the last team standing.

"Narqubis is designed to cater to all kinds of gamers. With multiple game modes, there's one for everyone. For those who'd love to

go on an adventure and explore big, beautiful landscapes, the story mode would be the best option. And for those players seeking a

challenging, adrenaline-pumping experience, our multiplayer modes are well worth it. You can choose to play as a Human or

Manuka in this fictional world, collect minerals, fight monsters, and battle your opponents from around the world," the spokesperson

said.

Registration for the beta testing is now open and no purchase is necessary to be eligible for the giveaway. The promotion will be

valid through December 2nd, 2022. See official game rules and regulations.

About:

On behalf of Narqubis, Blenzabi Games has developed this game. This graphically-rich sci-fi space adventure action game will soon

launch on iOS, Android, Mac, and Windows. Learn more at https://narqubis.com/
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